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Grauvasser At
Swordpoint
A FALLOUT WASTELAND WARFARE / RPG CAMPAIGN FOR 1-4
CHARACTERS
SIYGESS

Chapter One – Introduction
Introduction
Grauvasser at Swordpoint is a hybrid Fallout Wasteland Warfare and Fallout Wasteland Warfare RPG
campaign for one or more players (three is ideal). In this campaign, each player controls a single
character, a resident of the settlement of Grauvasser, and as a new threat to the region is revealed
they must help the settlement survive a power struggle between Larskey’s raiders to the north and
band of Supermutants to the east led by Truck. The story is told over eight campaign missions but
will realistically take ten sessions to complete.
Welcome to Grauvasser. Population: You.

Requirements:
In order to play this campaign, you will require the Fallout Wasteland Warfare starter set as well as
the Fallout Wasteland Warfare RPG expansion book. It is strongly recommended that you own all
cards up to and including wave 3 (either physically, or in the official Fallout Wasteland Warfare app).
This will allow you access to the full compliment of adversaries and allies; as long as you have the
rules, you can always use proxies if you don’t have the right models. I also suggest that you
familiarise yourself with the item deck ‘app’ at http://www.freewillstation.net/FWWCampaign.html
as this will make it much easier to set up the item decks for the missions in this campaign.

This Campaign is Customisable:
Don’t own any raiders? Would you rather Grauvasser was a Brotherhood of Steel outpost instead?
Fear not! As long as the players can all agree on a single faction, the appendix contains the necessary
information to allow Grauvasser to be a Brotherhood of Steel, Raider or Supermutant outpost
instead. The two main adversary groups can also be changed to other factions. Further, each mission
has a list of alternate adversaries if the proposed forces are not appropriate given the settlement
faction, or if the players do not own the necessary models.
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Terminology:
Threat Value: For balancing purposes, this campaign uses the cap values from Fallout Wasteland
Warfare to ensure a fair challenge for players, and to determine milestone rewards. This will require
characters created using the RPG rules to be periodically converted to an equivalent caps cost.
In order to avoid confusion between caps given and spent as a resource and caps as used as a force
building and balancing mechanism, the Fallout Wasteland Warfare caps cost will be referred to as
the Threat Value or TV. Please refer to the FWW Item Costs PDF from the Modiphius page for the
latest values.
When it comes to item prices, the values reflect the typical costs found in the RPG. Please refer to
the RPG Item Costs PDF from the Modiphius page for the latest values.
Hero / Heroes: This refers to the character(s) under direct control of the player, be it a character
created using the RPG rules or a unique wastelands warfare character such as Strong or Piper who
has been chosen to be used as a hero. Each player will normally have only one hero, though for a
solo game it is recommended to have two.
Ally / Allies: This refers to a unit (be it a single-model settler unit, a two-model settler unit etc., or a
unique wastelands warfare character such as Cait) who lives at Grauvasser and be might be called
upon to help defend it, or to help the heroes with a mission when an extra pair of hands are needed.
Sometimes, when times are tough, the allies might have to perform a mission without the aid of any
of the heroes at all! Players should determine who controls which ally at the start of each mission.
Team: This refers to all heroes and allies participating in a mission. It is synonymous with the idea of
a side or force in Fallout Wasteland Warfare.
Resources: Unique to this campaign, these are an abstraction of the various components that would
otherwise be yielded through salvaging and consumed by crafting in the RPG. They come in seven
variations, corresponding to the seven types of items that are normally craftable in the RPG: Chem,
Melee Weapon, Melee Weapon Mod, Pistol Mod, Rifle Mod, Heavy Mod and Armour Mod. They are
gained by breaking down items from the Team Armoury or by scavenging as a downtime activity.
They are spent by crafting as a downtime activity. Resources can not be purchased or sold. You
should track the number of resources you have on the settlement sheet.
Team Armoury / Settlement Armoury: The Team Armoury is a pool of items that otherwise
functions exactly as the ‘Inventory’ in Settlement Mode. The maximum number of items that can be
stored is determined by the number of Maintenance Sheds in the settlement. Before a mission
starts, heroes can equip items from the Team Armoury. The Settlement Armoury is separate and is
not limited by the number of Maintenance Sheds in the settlement. However, items placed here can
ONLY be equipped by Allies. When Allies return from a mission, equipment issued from the
Settlement Armoury always is returned to the Settlement Armoury. Turrets placed in the Settlement
Armoury are immediately deployed to one of the settlement plots, and come in to play during the
Base Defence scenario.
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Hero Inventory: Items that are ‘owned’ by a hero. In addition to wearing up to two items per the
normal restrictions on armour and clothing, each hero may carry Strength + 4 ‘load’ of items
regardless of whether they are ‘equipped’ or simply carried in a backpack. Each item has a ‘load’
value of 1 (excluding Junk, which has a load value of 0). If you prefer a more realistic approach, use
the values on p77 of the RPG book. Items found during phase 3 of a campaign round (i.e. during a
mission) are part of the Hero Inventory unless dropped or given to another hero or ally. After a
mission, items can be transferred to the Team Armoury or the Settlement Armoury. During phases 6
and 7, items may be added to the Hero Inventory from the Team Armoury, from another Hero
Inventory or after purchasing them from a store.
Allies behave in a similar way except they are equipped from the Settlement Armoury before each
mission, and return the same items to the Settlement Armoury after the mission. They will not trade
these ‘issued’ items with the heroes during a mission, although items found and added to their
inventory during a mission will be given to the heroes during phase 5. These items can then be sold,
equipped, scrapped or added to the Team or Settlement Armoury as required.
Hero Treasury / Settlement Treasury: These are separate. Caps in a hero treasury can be used to
purchase items from the Settlement Stores and may be pooled with other hero treasuries in order to
purchase an expensive item. Caps in a hero treasury can also be used to pay for part of – or all of- a
settlement upgrade. They can also be donated to another hero treasury or moved into the
Settlement Treasury. If players desire, they can maintain a single Team Treasury instead.
Caps in the Settlement Treasury may be used to purchase items from the Settlement Stores but
these items go directly to the Settlement Armoury. They can also be used to pay for part of – or all of
– a settlement upgrade.
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Starting a Campaign & Character Creation:
All players participating in this campaign should decide which faction inhabits the settlement of
Grauvasser, and which faction is represented by Larskey to the north and Truck to the east. By
default, the settlement is of the Survivor faction, Larskey is leads a band of raiders and Truck leads a
group of super mutants.
Then, each player should either create a character using the RPG rules or pick a unique character
available to that faction. No character plus their starting equipment should total more than 135
Threat Value.

Picking an existing character
Select a character from the list below or refer to Appendix 1 if Grauvasser is not a survivor
settlement.
Aspirant Goddard (105 TV)
Cait (77 TV)
Codsworth (90 TV)
Hancock (61 TV)
Mama Murphy (85 TV)
Nick Valentine (90 TV)
Nuka-Girl (85 TV)
Piper (76 TV)

Preston Garvey (124 TV)
Ronnie Shaw (114 TV)
Sole Survivor (103 TV)
Sole Survivor Day One (81 TV)
Sole Survivor Loner (123 TV)
Sole Survivor Tech (85 TV)
Sturges (92 TV)
Strong (90 TV)

If you have sufficient Threat Value left, you may purchase the Heroic perk at this time (+60 TV) OR
the Action Boy / Girl Perk (+10 TV). Further, unless the character card (not AI card) states that the
character comes with one or more items, the selected character does not start with any equipment.
Instead, the character has 100 caps to purchase starting equipment using the RPG price lists. Add the
Threat Value of each piece of purchased equipment to the character’s own Threat Value to
determine their final Threat Value, which must not exceed 135.
Note that while RPG-created characters may or may not have a set of skills beyond the FWW
offering, unique characters from Fallout Wasteland Warfare will surely not. Plan to spend some of
your early XP on skills to supplement your character’s abilities.
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Creating an RPG character
When creating a character using the RPG rules, please pick your character’s gifts and scars from the
two lists below, unless you also have an Overseer who is able to customise the content of this
campaign to make use of the others:
Gifts
Alert, Ambidexterous, Big-Boned, Big-Brained, Blends In, Bright-Eyed, Charmed Life, Dead Aim, FarSighted, Fast Healer, Fleet of Foot, Gift of the Gab, Healthy, Lungs Like a Brahmin, Situational
Awareness, Tech Wizard / Gearhead, Wealthy
Scars
Addiction (change to once per week), Cursed, Devotion, Diseased, Dullard, Flat-Footed, Fragile,
Fumble-Fingered, Hit Every Branch on the Way Down, Myopic, Narrow Vision, Near-Sighted, Night
Blind, One-Eyed, Two Left Feet, Weak Lungs
When creating a character, please do NOT select the following perks unless you have an Overseer
who is able to customise the content of this campaign to make use of the others:
Perks
Action Boy / Girl, Aquaboy / Girl, Cannibal, Wasteland Whisperer.
In addition, the following Perks have been changed slightly:
•
•
•

Orders: Applies to allies only.
Scrapper and Scrounger: These grant benefits when performing the related activities during
the downtime phase.
Strong Back: Increases the characters ‘load’ (the maximum number of items a hero can
carry) to Strength + 8.

Once character creation is complete, refer to the Fallout Wasteland Warfare Item and Unit costs PDF
to determine the TV of:
•
•
•
•

The character’s archetype
The heroic perk
The cost of each purchased perk (assume RPG-only perks are worth XP x 2 in Threat Value)
The cost of purchased equipment

Add these values together to determine the final Threat Value for the character, which must not
exceed 135.
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Leaders
Once all of the characters have been created, one should be nominated as the team leader. This
hero, and only this hero, may buy a single leader ability with their remaining Treat Value (if they
have enough). Alternatively, they may spend XP equal to 10% of the FWW caps cost of a leader
ability (rounded up) to buy that ability during the campaign. The character may only have one leader
ability.
If the players split the party, one hero on each mission that does not include the team leader should
be nominated to be the leader for that mission. That leader has a blank leader card. In the event
there are no heroes on the mission, the ally with the highest Threat Value is the leader.

Tip: Player availability
If a player is not able to attend any of the sessions where this week’s missions are attempted, they
will be able to pick the “Training Day” Downtime activity so that they don’t get left too far behind in
terms of XP.
New players can join a campaign in progress and will have 1 additional XP to spend for each week of
campaign time that has already passed. This applies to both RPG characters and unique units from
FWW.
Leaving players will see their heroes head out into the wastelands seeking to strike out on their own.
They take all of their hero inventory items with them and half of their caps (the other half was spent
on supplies for their journey, and is added to the settlement fund!)
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Chapter Two – Campaign Rules
Campaign Structure Summary
Each round of the game represents a week of time at Grauvasser, and the campaign takes place over
an eight week / two month period. A round consists eight steps, played through in order:
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Weekly Event.
a. At the start of each week, consult the campaign schedule and read the briefing for
the week. Add any new arrivals to the pool of available allies, and note the missions
available to the players for step 3.
b. Roll on the settlement events table. The result applies for the remainder of the week
unless otherwise stated.
Draw Side Quests.
a. Draw random quests until there are two available quests at the settlement. Heroes
may optionally discard an active quest they already have. Then, Heroes may take
one or both of the available quests, making them active quests. Each hero may only
have one active quest.
Play Mission(s).
a. At least one mission will be played each week. Campaign Missions will advance the
story, while Side Missions will usually offer the chance to get additional items or
caps. It may sometimes be desirable, or even necessary, to split the party and tackle
two or more missions simultaneously.
Apply Post-Mission Results.
a. This campaign has several additional steps that must be performed upon completion
of each mission. First, the results are noted. Second, injuries are determined. Third,
active quests are checked to see if they have been completed, replacing the quest
with the next step if it is a multi-part quest. Finally, experience is applied and may be
spent to ‘level up’.
Resolve Consequences.
a. Once all missions have been played, check to see if there are any conditions from
this week’s Grauvasser event that have not been met. Then check to see if any
conditions from the campaign missions have not been met. Apply them.
Settlement Actions.
a. Perform the settlement steps as described in the FWW Campaign book, with some
changes as noted in this section.
Downtime.
a. Each hero may perform one activity, using up the remainder of their free time for
that week.
Round wrap-up
a. Discard any available quests in readiness for the next round and update hero TVs to
reflect their gained experience and additional equipment.
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Phase 1 – Weekly Event.
At the start of each new round / week, consult the briefing for that week in Chapter 3. Then roll
2D12. Add the values together and consult the table below.
2
Personal Drama / New Neighbours. If a hero has the Devotion scar, the mission “Personal
Drama” is now available. Randomly determine which hero this applies to if more than one has this
scar. If it is not attempted this week, that hero loses all unspent XP. If that hero has no XP, they lose
the last upgrade they spent XP on. If there are no players with this scar, a hostile presence has set up
camp not far from the settlement and a new “Lair Raid” mission is available instead. Until it is
complete, heroes may not select downtime activities marked with [X].
3
What did you say about my mother? Two random heroes and / or allies get into a drunken
brawl. Both models make 2 opposed, unarmed melee attacks each. The loser of each test takes 1
point of damage, with no deductions for armour. If both models suffer the same amount of damage,
there is no further effect. If one model suffers more damage than the other, the two models can not
go on the same mission this week.
4
Brown out! Grauvasser’s generators only provide half as much power this week during the
settlement phase.
5
Bad squirrel bits. One random ally at the settlement is sick and unavailable for missions this
week. If there are no allies at the settlement, one random hero gets sick instead. They get -2 to all
attributes this week, to a minimum of 2.
6

Jinxed. The first ! each hero rolls this week is treated as an X instead.

7
Settlement under attack! The Base Defence mission is available this week. If it is not
attempted, randomly determine which plot is attacked; two random structures in that plot are
destroyed and one random ally is killed.
8 - 10

Quiet week. Nothing happens.

11 - 12 Good weather. The skies are clear and even the toxic fog rolling off the river seems to abate,
giving the settlers a rare chance to see what is coming. The first Explore card drawn this week can be
discarded without resolving the effects. Draw another to replace it. In addition, more people seem
to be venturing out into the wastelands this week, bringing fresh opportunities to Grauvasser. You
may add a single official Fallout Wasteland Warfare mission to the Side Mission pool for this week
only. If not otherwise stated, the opposition should be of a similar threat value to the sum of all
heroes at the settlement and picked from Appendix 2.
13 - 14 “I have a buyer”. Draw two random item cards. Items of those types that are sold to the
stores this week are worth double caps. If those items cards are also drawn during the settlement
phase when checking to see what items the stores have for sale, re-draw those cards.
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15
Plus One. There is a birth in the settlement and everyone is in good spirits. Each hero gets
the “That Was Lucky” boost for free. It is automatically discarded at the end of the week if it has not
been used.
16 - 17 A new settler decides to move in to Grauvasser. Roll on Table 1A, or refer to Appendix 1 if
Grauvasser is not a survivor settlement. Their items are added to the settlement armoury, though
you may find it easier to keep the item with that ally.
18
Don’t I know you? A unique character visits the settlement, seeking help with a problem.
Roll on table 1B, or refer to Appendix 1 if Grauvasser is not a survivor settlement. Add their quest to
the available quest pool. If it is completed this week, they will stick around for the rest of the
campaign! Otherwise, the character leaves at the end of the week.
19
Surplus Materials. Middy’s scouts have found a ruin that was under construction at the time
the bombs fell, and there could still be useful building supplies in the area. The Construction Site
mission is available this week.
20 – 21 Big shipment. The caravans that visited Grauvasser this week were well stocked! Draw 2
additional cards for each store this week.
22 – 23 Profit Share. Last week’s trade deals have begun to pay dividends and Middy is happy to
share the rewards with those who helped. Roll 2d12. Each hero gets that many caps.
24 Have you heard? The Rare Find mission is available this week.
Table 1A: Non-Unique Survivors (D12)
1: Protectron (30 TV)

5: Settler (40 TV)
+ Submachine Gun (10 TV)

2: Scavenger (42 TV)
+ Board (8 TV)

6: Enslaved Tech (35 TV)
+ Combat Shotgun (10 TV)
+ Wine (5 TV)
7: Settler (40 TV)
+ Pipe Pistol (3 TV)
+ Flashlight (7 TV)
8: Scavenger (42 TV)
+ Machete (2 TV)
+ Pipe Pistol (3 TV)
+ Rope (3 TV)

3: Settler (40 TV)
+ Bolt Action Pipe Rifle (10 TV)
4: Scavenger (42 TV)
+ Pipe Wrench (6 TV)
+ Bolt Action Pipe Pistol (2 TV)
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9: Vault Dweller (34 TV)
+ Sledgehammer (12 TV)
+ Fragile Bobby Pin (4 TV)
10: Vault Dweller (34 TV)
+ 10mm Pistol (6 TV)
+ Vault 111 Jumpsuit (10 TV)
11: Vault Dweller Security
Officer (40 TV)
+ Baton (10 TV)
12: Mr Handy Type 1 (60 TV)

Table 1B: Unique Survivors (D12)
1: Cait (77 TV)
+ Baseball Bat (2 TV)
Quest: The Time Lock Safe

5: Nick Valentine (90 TV)
+ 10mm Pistol (6 TV)
Quest: The Stand-In

2: Codsworth (90 TV)
+ Mr Handy Buzzsaw
+ Mr Handy Flamer
Quest: Recipes of the
Wasteland
3: Hancock (61 TV)
+ Plasma Pistol (6 TV)
Quest: Enemy of my Enemy
4: Mama Murphy (85 TV)
+ Day Tripper (11 TV)
Quest: The Stolen Key

6: Nuka-Gil (85 TV)
+ Thirst Zapper Cola (4 TV)
Quest: Echoes of Yesterday

9: Sole Survivor Day One (81
TV)
+ 10mm Pistol (6 TV)
Quest: Getting Technical
10: Aspirant Goddard (105 TV)
+ Submachine Gun (10 TV)
Quest: Tactical Analysis

7: Piper (76 TV)
+ 10mm Pistol (6 TV)
Quest: Photo Shoot
8: Ronnie Shaw (114 TV)
+ Baseball Bat (2 TV)
Quest: Radio Interference

11: Sturges (92 TV)
+ Pipe Wrench (6 TV)
Quest: Weapons Engineer
12: Strong (90 TV)
+ Sledgehammer (12 TV)
Quest: Makeshift Armour

Phase 2 - Draw Grauvasser Side Quests
From your collection of side-quests, draw cards until there are two available at the settlement. If you
draw a multi-stage quest and it is not part one, draw again. If a unique character is visiting the
settlement this week, that character’s quest will already be available, so you only need to draw one
to bring the total up to two.
Of course, it is possible that a needed quest already came up in an earlier week, and a hero already
has it active. In that case, draw two as normal. If that quest is not completed this week, the hero
must discard it when the unique character leaves the settlement.
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Phase 3 – Play Mission(s)
Each week will provide a list of pre-determined missions, with optional side missions sometimes
being temporarily available because of a result of the Grauasser event table, or perhaps the
successes or failures of the previous week.
Note that all of the missions are, in a sense, time sensitive. Some will be available for several weeks
while others will only be available for one! Yet there will rarely be enough bodies to go around so
the players will need to decide amongst themselves as to which missions to tackle. If the players are
unsure, note that missions with the CM suffix are campaign missions, and should be prioritised if
there are not enough heroes and allies to tackle more than one mission that week.
Each mission has a minimum difficulty, so beware of sending lone heroes or small groups of allies
without a hero to support them! Of course, if the players in the campaign want a challenge, they are
free to ignore the selection of force sizes specified by the mission and can instead pick an opposing
force from Appendix 2 that is equal to or higher than their own TV.

Phase 4 – Apply Post-Mission Results
There are four steps:
1

2

Note the results of the mission outcome, as described in the mission itself. Success or
failure can both have an affect on future missions. The heroes, and even Grauvasser
itself, can also be directly affected by the outcome of each mission.
Determine injuries.
Hero / Ally walked off the board during the mission
Hero / Ally still on the board and team won.
Hero / Ally still on the board but team lost. Team
outnumbers adversaries on the board.
Hero / Ally still on the board and team lost. Team on
the board outnumbered by adversaries on the board.

Hero or Unique Ally unconscious but team won the
mission.
Non-unique Ally unconscious but team won the
mission.
Hero unconscious and team lost the mission.

Unique Ally unconscious and team lost the mission.

Non-unique Ally unconscious and team lost the mission
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Survive.
Survive.
Survive.
Make Intimidation or
Stealth check and take 3
wounds if failed, to a
minimum of 1. Survive.
Survive. Make 1 lasting
injury roll.
Roll D12. 1 – 4 dead. 5 –
12 restore 1 health.
Roll D12. 1-2 dead. 3 – 12
restore 1 health and make
1 lasting injury roll.
Roll D12. 1-3 dead. 4 – 12
restore 1 health and make
1 lasting injury roll.
Dead

Table 2: Lasting Injuries (D12)
Number of injuries (Effects are cumulative)
1-3 Leg
1st Always start each mission with an injured leg status.
2nd Charge range is one colour less.
3rd Walk range is one colour less and can never charge.
4-6 Arm
1st Always start each mission with an injured arm status.
2nd -1 Agility
3rd -2 Strength
7-9 Torso
1st Reduce maximum ‘load’ by 2.
2nd -1 Endurance
3rd -2 Maximum Health
10-12 Head
1st Gain the Myopic scar
2nd Always start each mission with the stunned status.
3rd -1 Intelligence and -1 Perception

3

a. Heroes and allies who survived may use any healing items in their own inventory to
increase their remaining health now.
b. Each surviving hero with the Medical skill may make a Medical (First Aid) skill check
with a -2 penalty to restore up to 2 wounds to another hero or ally. A critical fail on
this roll will kill the wounded hero or ally instead! Alternatively, the hero may make
a Medical (First Aid) skill check with a -5 penalty to change a single dead result from
the Injury Table to the other result.
Update cards and equipment
a. Check each surviving hero’s active quests to see if they have been completed. If so,
collect the rewards now, and / or replace their active quest with the next stage in
the case of multi-part quests.
b. Discard any unused boost cards in the player’s hand.
c. Surviving allies return their issued equipment to the Settlement Armoury and any
items they picked up during the mission are distributed amongst the heroes.
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Each surviving hero gets an XP reward according to the mission outcome and the threat
value of the opposition faced. There may also be bonus XP that can be earned during the
mission. XP can be spent now or banked for later. The team will also be rewarded with caps
which will be evenly divided (round up) and placed in each hero’s treasury:
Experience Rewards
Campaign Mission: Success (2XP). Failure (1XP)
Side Mission : Success (1XP). Failure (0XP)
Bonus XP: Opposition threat value was 100 – 199 more than the players (1XP). 200+
(2XP)
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Cap Rewards (This replaces the fixed amount awarded for completing a mission when using
settlement mode).
Opposition threat value was:
.. between 76 and 150 less than Team: 50 caps
.. between 1 and 75 less than Team: 100 caps.
.. between 0 and 75 more than Team: 200 caps.
.. between 76 and 150 more than Team: 250 caps.
.. between 151 and 225 more than Team: 300 caps.
.. between 226 and 500 more than the Team: 350 caps.

Phase 5 – Apply Consequences
If there are consequences for failing (or indeed, successfully completing) a mission, these will be
noted in the mission outcome. In addition, the following consequences should also be checked
•

•

Was there a Base Defence mission that was not attempted? If so, one random ally that did
not go on a mission this week is killed. Additionally, randomly pick a plot in the Grauvasser
settlement, then destroy two random structures in that plot. If there is only one structure in
that plot, destroy a random structure in another plot as well.
Was there a Personal Drama mission that was not attempted? If so, the hero it applies to
loses all unspent XP. If that hero has no XP, they lose the last upgrade they spent XP on.
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Phase 6 – Settlement Actions
The Settlement rules have a number of mechanical changes which reflect the altered purpose of the
settlement; It is no longer a mechanism to allow for campaign play that must still be balanced
against forces built without a settlement. Instead it behaves more like the settlements you might
visit in Fallout 4.
Help! When do I buy and sell stuff?
Items can be purchased from the vendors in the Settlement Actions phase after the draw step is
complete, right up to the end of Downtime phase. If an item is available to buy through the caravan
activity in the Downtime phase, it must be purchased by that hero or it is immediately discarded.
Items can be sold to the vendors in the Settlement Actions phase after the draw step is complete,
right up to the end of Downtime phase. The heroes receive 25% of the items value, divided up how
they wish, while 25% of the items value goes to the Settlement Treasury. Items in excess of the
Team Armoury capacity will also be automatically sold during the round up phase if they were not
sold already.
Items may be freely moved between a heroes inventory and another heroes inventory (assuming
they have sufficient ‘load’) in the Settlement Actions phase after the draw step is complete, right up
to the end of Downtime phase. Items may be freely placed in, or taken from, the Team Armoury
during the same window.
Items may be placed in the Settlement Armoury in the Settlement Actions phase after the draw step
is complete, right up to the end of Downtime phase. Heroes may never take an item from the
Settlement Armoury.

Step 1: Build
This step remains unchanged.

Step 2: Draw
Crafting structures:
Do not draw item cards from crafting structures. Instead, having a crafting workbench or station is a
requirement for the corresponding crafting activity during the downtime phase. Fitting a mod or
repairing power armour still requires the appropriate crafting structure to be used and for at least
one hero to have the appropriate Repair and Craft skill, though it does not require a perk or skill
check.

Item structures:
When drawing cards for the item structures, the heroes do not get these cards for free! Rather,
these cards represent the stock the vendors have to sell to the heroes and passing traders this week.
Heroes purchase these items using the caps in their Hero Treasury. Any number of the drawn cards
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may be purchased as long as the heroes have enough caps, and the items may be placed in the Team
Armoury, the Settlement Armoury or directly into a Hero’s Inventory. A hero with the Caps Collector
perks receives a 20% discount on items purchased from the vendors. Players may also opt to buy
items from the store using caps from the Settlement Treasury. In that case, those items are
immediately placed in the Settlement Armoury.

Explore structures:
Do not draw an explore card when using an exploration structure. Instead, heroes will explore as an
activity during the downtime phase, paying caps and drawing / re-drawing Explore cards depending
on the exploration structure they have at the settlement.

Other structures:
The Stores structure does not exist as it serves no purpose. Instead, the limit on the number of items
taken is dictated by each heroes ‘load’ and mitigated by the need to buy items from the vendors
instead of getting them for free.
Maintenance Shed: These structures determine the number of items that can be stored in the Team
Armoury. Note that Boosts DO NOT need to be stored but they also can not be kept week to week.

Step 3: Select.
Do not perform this step. Heroes may have any number of Boost cards but as they only ever last a
week there is no need to keep them in a store. Because items may still be created, purchased or
traded during the downtime phase, items in the Team Armoury in excess of those that would be
allowed due to the number of Maintenance Sheds are not automatically sold until the final phase of
the round.

Phase 7 – Downtime
As each campaign round represents a week of in-game time, it is expected that heroes will find other
things to occupy their time between expeditions into the wastelands. In addition:
•
•

Heroes with the Fast Healer gift will always heal 1 wound during this phase regardless of
what activity they pick.
All allies will also heal 1 wound during the week.

During the Downtime phase, each hero may pick one of the following activities for that week. Note
that activities with an [X] cannot be selected if there is a Lair Raid mission available:
1) R&R – Recover 2 wounds, or 3 wounds if you have the Medic perk. If this hero is not injured,
they may use a single Boost structure. As multiple heroes may choose to take R&R, this
breaks the rule that a settlement structure can be only be used once per settlement phase.
As a reminder, all Boost cards owned by a hero are automatically discarded at the end of the
next mission.
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2) Helping Middy – Gain 10 caps and all allies heal 1 additional wound. One other hero taking
R&R recovers 1 extra wound. Additionally, you may make a Medical (First Aid) check. If
successful, that hero taking R&R may recover 3 additional wounds OR 2 heal two Rad
damage OR remove one lasting injury. On a critical failure, that hero heals nothing at all, not
even the 2 or 3 wounds they would have gained by taking R&R.
3) Crafting (Chem, melee weapon, mod) – As long as the settlement has the appropriate
crafting structure, a hero may spend 1 resource, +1 resource per 50 caps of item cost, to
create an item of this type. Make a Repair & Craft: Chem, Weapon, Armour or Power
Armour check. On a success, one item is created. On a critical success making Chems, the
hero may spend 1 extra chem resource and craft 2 uses. On a critical success making any
other item, the hero uses up 1 less resource.
4) [X] Scavenging – Gain 1 chem, melee weapon or [type] mod resource. Test luck. If lucky, and
the hero has the Fortune Finder perk, also gain +30 caps. If lucky and the hero has the
Scrounger perk, gain +2 resources of any type.
5) Breakdown (Chem, weapon, armour) – Up to two items in this hero’s inventory or the team
armoury can be discarded to provide 1 resource per item:
Chem card

Chem resource

Melee Weapon card

Melee Weapon Resource

Melee Weapon or Melee Weapon Mod card

Melee Weapon Mod Resource

Pistol or Pistol Mod card

Pistol Mod Resource

Rifle or Rifle Mod card

Rifle Mod Resource

Heavy or Heavy Mod card

Heavy Mod Resource

Armour or Armour mod card

Armour Mod Resource

Power Armour or Power Armour mod card

Power Armour Mod Resource

If you have the Scrapper perk, each card discarded generates +1 resource of that type.
6) [X] Caravan Escort – Gain 30 caps and test luck. If unlucky, take 1 damage. Draw a random
item card of any type. This hero (and only this hero) may buy the item while visiting the
other settlement as long as they have enough caps. Heroes with the Cap Collector perk get a
20% discount. If not purchased, the item is discarded.
7) [X] Go Exploring – This hero may use an Exploration structure. As multiple heroes may
choose to explore, this breaks the rule that a settlement structure can be only be used once
per settlement phase. Heroes may also choose to explore together, sharing the benefits or
consequences, while only having to pay the caps cost once.
8) Training Day – Players can only pick this activity for their hero if they were unable to be
present for any of the missions played for that campaign week. The hero gains 1 XP.
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Phase 8 – Round Wrap-up
At the end of the round / week:
•
•

•

•

Discard any available Grauvasser side quests in readiness for the next round.
Check the number of items in the Team Armoury and discard down to the maximum
allowed (per the number of Maintenance Sheds in the settlement). Items discarded this
way are sold as normal for this campaign, with 25% going to the Settlement Treasury
and 25% going to the Heroes.
Discard any cards that were drawn because of the Item structures, but not purchased.
Add 25% of the value of each item to the Settlement Treasury to represent sales to
people passing through the settlement during the week.
Update each hero TV to reflect their gained experience and additional equipment. Each
XP earned (regardless of whether or not it has been spent) increases that hero’s TV by 2.

Why only 2?
While it would be possible to continue increasing the TV of a hero based on the FWW cap cost of all
purchased perks, not all improvements available in the RPG have an equivalent FWW cap cost (for
example, increasing an attribute or improving a skill). Increasing the hero TV by 2 is a compromise
between the two, but gradually this will skew threat values in the heroes favour as they progress
through the campaign. In other words, they will become more powerful than their TV would suggest.
This is fine. They are heroes, after all!
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Chapter Three – The Campaign
Nestled in the remains of an old water treatment plan, Grauvasser is a survivor settlement located a
few miles from the coast. The most well-known resident is Middy, a man of advanced years with
wiry white hair and skin like old brahmin hide. He serves as the settlement’s doctor and – when the
need arises – it’s leader. The old man doesn’t have many winters left in him, however, and you are
one of the residents of this small community that he trusts to look after the place once he is gone.
With Larskey hitting caravans further and further south and Truck’s super mutants eating anyone
reckless enough to enter the ruins to the east, you are never short of things to do..

According to Middy, it was some twenty five years ago that he stumbled across a crate of goods that
had been dropped from a passing aircraft. As a younger man, he was able to drag the crate to a
nearby structure in search of a way to open it. This structure was, as it turned out, the lookout tower
for an abandoned and nameless settlement and after a brief exploration of the place, Middy soon
found a few hand tools which he used to break the seal and get inside. It was a crate of medical
supplies, enough to tend to the needs of a small settlement for decades.
The sale of a few stimpacks brought him supplies for the rest of the year and in the abandoned
settlement he had adequate shelter.. but he knew that none of the trading posts could afford to pay
him what the supplies were worth. He was also reluctant to leave the old settlement to sell just a
few stimpacks at a time so instead he spread the word and people in need of treatment started
coming to him. The fact that he had no formal training made things difficult at first but once he
secured a few medical texts, Middy was on his way to becoming the doctor he claimed to be.
The collection of derelict structures was known to the locals as Middy’s place for several years, but
one spring an injured scout showed up with a map labelling the site as ‘Grauvasser’. Middy patched
her up and sent her on her way and for the rest of the year, she would send customers to him, each
with a copy of her map so that they could find the place quickly. After that, the name stuck.
Those who could not afford to pay offered goods or services and over time, Grauvasser gained a
working generator, a garden sheltered in one of the old pools and more than enough beds for the
people who volunteered there. Patients discharged from his care and with nowhere else to go
started to settle there and now, some thirty people call Grauvasser their home, including you.
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Campaign Schedule:
Week 1:
Brief:
For as long as you have been here, conversation around the campfire has only ever revolved around
two things – the success (or failure) of this months crops and the terrible weather; given that the
two are invariably linked, perhaps there is really only one thing for the other settlers to talk about in
the long nights. Over the last few weeks, however, traders passing through Grauvasser have brought
more than just trinkets. They have been talking about swords, and if the rumours are to be believed,
the whole region is suddenly and inexplicably fascinated with them.
While initially dismissive of such talk, even Middy has started to express wary interest and he has
tasked you with asking around whenever you are outside the settlement walls. Middy has a nose for
trouble..

Arriving this week: Settler with Hunting Rifle (or roll on the non-Unique table in Appendix 1)
Missions available: Caravan Escort (CM), The Deal (CM), Access Denied (CM), Supply Run, The
English Patient, Interference
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Campaign Missions:
Caravan Escort
The Deal
Access Denied
The Expert
The Library
Repel Boarders
Eye Spy
Sword In the Stone
Bed Bound
Gunboat Diplomacy
Pre-emptive Strike
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Side Missions:
Personal Drama
Story:
Nobody seems to know who delivered the note to the settlement but when you heard it had your
name on it, you knew it was going to be trouble. When you unfolded it and read the message in
private, you were not disappointed. Come alone, it said. And no power armour. They were in
trouble. Again.
Time to go and bail them out..

Scenario Rules:
You can not wear power armour. You do not necessarily have to set up the battlefield for this
mission. The bandits who took them want something in exchange for their freedom. Information.
Specifically, information on Grauvasser’s defences.
Your options are:
•

•

•

•

Just give it to them. This mission is complete and you gain the XP. However, a Base
Defence mission is immediately added to this weeks mission pool. If all heroes and
allies have been assigned to missions already, the mission can not be attempted. If
the mission IS attempted, turrets can not be used as they happened to be powered
down for maintenance. If Grauvasser does not have any turrets, there is one less ally
available to participate as they were out of the settlement that day and couldn’t
help with guard duty. If this means there are no allies available and no heroes either,
this mission is not considered to have been attempted.
Bribe them (requires the hero to have at least 100 caps in their hero treasury). Make
a skill check, with a -1 modifier to the roll for each extra 50 caps the hero is willing to
spend. If successful, the mission is complete and you gain the XP. If failed, set up the
scenario and deploy in zone C and note that the alarm is raised.
Give them false information. Make a skill check. If successful, the mission is
complete and you gain the XP. However, a Base Defence mission is immediately
added to this weeks mission pool. If all heroes and allies have been assigned to
missions already, the mission can not be attempted. If failed, set up the scenario and
deploy in zone C and note that the alarm is raised.
Bring friends and ambush them. Bring up to two heroes or allies with you. Place your
hero in zone A. Each must pass an Agility or Stealth check to be placed in zones A1. If
failed, place them along the escape edge and the alarm is raised. If successful, place
your hero in zone B. Each may make an Agility or Stealth check to be placed in zones
B1. If failed, leave them in zones A1 and the alarm is raised. If successful, place your
hero in zone C. Each may make an Agility or Stealth check at +1 to the roll to be
placed in zones C1. If failed, leave them in zones B1 and the alarm is raised.
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•

Go Lone Wolf: Set up in zone A, B or C. As soon as you make an attack, the alarm will
be raised. Gain a green and black dice on your first attack because they really won’t
see it coming, or chicken out and just give them the info before you attack.

Events: Draw an event card at the start of rounds 1 and 3.
Retreat: Heroes and allies can not retreat from this fight! Only the settler can.
Duration: Infinite.

Victory Conditions:
Personal Drama – Player Victory Conditions
Win:
All bandits are defeated or the settler has left the table via the escape edge.
Lose:
The settler is defeated or all heroes and allies have been defeated. If this happens, the
hero looses the Devoted scar and must replace it with the Addiction scar.

Wasteland Deck:
Events
Stranger

Damp Air, Quiet, Heavy Rain, An Uninvited Guest- OR – Draw randomly from your
collection when needed.
Wounded Farmer - OR – Draw randomly from your collection when needed.
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Battlefield Set-up:
This scenario is played on a 3 feet x 3 feet (90cm x 90cm) table. The bandits are meeting at the edge
of an old town or industrial side. The right side of the table should have buildings in the top corners
at the very least. The left side of the map should have junk, debris and rocks.

Hero and ally deployment will depend on the options selected during the scenario rules.
The bandit leader

should be placed [Green] + [Green] + [Green] + [Yellow] from the middle of

the escape edge. A settler
should be placed [Black] + [Red] along the side of the table opposite
the escape edge. Roll a D12 to determine the size of the bandit force. The rest of the bandits should
be placed in zone D where they have line of sight to the leader.
The bandits will pass their activation unless the alarm is raised. The alarm will be raised a hero or ally
enters zone D or if they make an attack. If the alarm is raised, their AI objective is to attack the
settler. If a hero or ally spends an action to interact with the settler, the settler is added to that the
team for this mission, activating normally.
1 – 9 (250B)

10 – 12 (300M)

1x Scavver Outlaw (Leader) + Fusilier Leader
Card + Double-Barrel Shotgun
1x Scavver Outlaw + Pipe Pistol
1x Raider + Board
1x Raider + .44 Revolver

1x Veteran Raider (Leader) + Bruiser Leader Card
+ Heavy Gunner Perk + Junk Jet + Raider Power
Amour
3x Raider + Baseball Bat + Military Fatigues
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Lair Raid
Story:
A few days ago, our lookout reported hearing gunfire from the south east about an hour before a
caravan was due. One of our scouts saw the caravan headed north later that morning so it looks like
they were chased off. Since then, our scavengers have all reported being stalked when they leave
the settlement by their usual routes. Something has obviously moved into the woods and we are
going to have to suspend all supply runs and caravans until the threat has been dealt with.

Scenario Rules:
Having spent most of the day searching for the lair, the light is fading fast. From the start of round 4,
it is twilight. At ranges greater than [Red], all heroes and allies suffer a -2 to skill checks that rely on
Perception unless they are equipped with a Flashlight or have the Eyes Like a Radowl gift. A hero
with the Night Blind scar has the -2 penalty outside of [Red] range for the entire scenario unless they
are equipped with a Flashlight.
This scenario has three set-up variations depending on what creatures inhabit the lair. Roll a D12. On
a 1-4 use Set-Up A. On a 5 – 8 use Set-Up B. On a 9 – 12 use Set-Up C.
Events: Draw an event card at the start of round 2. Draw a second event card at the start of round 4.
Retreat: From the start of round 3 onwards, heroes and allies may retreat from the battlefield via
the indicated escape board edges.
Duration: 7 rounds. After that it will be too dark to continue the hunt.

Victory Conditions:
Laird Raid – Player Victory Conditions
Win:
All creatures are defeated before the end of round 7.
Lose:
All heroes and allies have been defeated and / or retreated, or at least one creature is
still alive at the end of round 7.
Bonus:
One of the settlement’s scavengers has obviously been here recently and dropped a
treasured keep sake. If
is found picked up and the hero or ally who finds it
survives the scenario, the team earn +50 caps.

Wasteland Deck:
Items

Machete (Melee), Beer (Alcohol), Pipe Pistol (Pistol), Caps Stash – 80 (Junk), Armoured
Pads (Armour), Brahmin Meat (Food), Radstag Meat (Food) – OR – Generate 5 items from
the “The lair of a (perhaps already dead) creature” category in the app.
Events
Mole Rat Tunnel, Distant Gunfire, Eerie Mist, Forest Fire, Great War Minefield - OR –
Draw randomly from your collection when needed.
Danger
Disorientated, Loose Rubble, Was That Movement, Good Fortune- OR – Draw randomly
from your collection when needed.
Creature Radroach Nest, Scratching Sounds - OR – Draw randomly from your collection when
needed.
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Battlefield Set-up A:
This scenario is played on a 3 feet x 3 feet (90cm x 90cm) table. This is a small hamlet, long since
reclaimed by the forest. Place ruins around the corner zones and trees / rocks everywhere else.

8x
:
Place 2 markers [Green] from each corner, not
closer than [Orange] from the table edge and not closer than [Yellow] from each other.
2x

:

Place a marker [Black] + [Red] along each side of the table.

Heroes and allies set up within [Yellow] of the middle of the table (Zone A).
At the start of round 2, roll a D12 to determine the size of the Ghoul force and distribute the units as
evenly as possible in the four corner zones (Zone B). These units activate normally.
1 – 2 (300S)
1x Feral Ghoul (Leader) +
Berserker Leader Card +
Toughness
4x Feral Ghoul + Toughness

3 – 10 (400E)
1x Putrid Glowing One (Leader)
+ Berserker Leader Card
3x Feral Ghoul + Toughness
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11 – 12 (500M)
1x Putrid Glowing One (Leader)
+ Brawler Leader Card + Blitz
Perk + Moving Target Perk
3x Feral Ghoul + Blitz Perk
3x Weak Feral Ghoul

Battlefield Set-up B:
This scenario is played on a 3 feet x 3 feet (90cm x 90cm) table. This is a small, rocky clearing in the
forest. Place rocks and piles of debris along the middle, obscuring the investigation markers, with
trees separating the clearing from the escape edges.

6x
:
Place at least [Black] from both Escape Edges, not closer
than [Orange] from the table edge and not closer than [Red] from each other.
3x
:
Place a marker [Black] + [Red] along each side of the table and [Green]
from the edge. Place a marker in the middle of the table.
Divide the heroes and allies equally between deployment zones A and B.
Once both blank investigation markers have been revealed, the team have found enough rotting
carcasses and animal tracks to confirm this is the lair – but they have also disturbed the creatures
nesting here!
Randomly pick two of the four objective markers, then roll a D12 to determine the type of creatures
in the area. Divide the models between the two selected objective markers, placing them in base
contact with the marker where possible. They activate as normal this round.
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1 – 2 (300S)
1x Rad Scorpion (Leader) +
Stalker Leader Card + Life Giver
Perk
2x Rad Scorpion + Life Giver
Perk

3 – 10 (400S)
1x Rad Scorpion (Leader) +
Stalker Leader Card
3x Mole Rat + Toughness Perk
6x Glowing Radroach Swarm

11 – 12 (500E)
1x Deathclaw (Leader) +
Veteran Leader Card + Bloody
Mess Perk + Life Giver Perk +
Moving Target Perk
1x Young Deathclaw + Blitz Perk
+ Life Giver Perk + Moving
Target Perk

Battlefield Set-up C:
This scenario is played on a 3 feet x 3 feet (90cm x 90cm) table. This is a small river at the edge of the
forest. Place a river along deployment zone B, with rocks, pipes and perhaps a pumping station at
the edge of the river. Fill the rest of the board with trees and scrub.

8x
:
Place a marker [Red] + [Blue] along each side
and [Green] from the edge. Place the rest of the markers in pairs (ideally next to Mirelurk Eggs!)
within deployment zone B, not within [Orange] of the table edge.
2x

:

Place a marker [Red] + [Orange] along each side and [Yellow] from the edge.

Heroes and allies set up in deployment zone A. Then roll a D12 to determine the size of the Mirelurk
force. Deploy the Mirelurks in deployment zone B.
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1 – 2 (300E)
Waiting on Mirelurk cards

3-10 (400M)

11 – 12 (500S)

Mirelurk AI
All Mirelurks are passive at the start of the scenario. When a passive Mirelurk is activated, it passes if
there are no heroes or allies within [Black], unless it is a Mirelurk Hunter (in which case it moves
[Yellow] in a random direction). If a hero or ally is within [Black] but not within [Green], that Mirelurk
moves [Yellow] in a random direction. If a Mirelurk is attacked, or activates within [Green] of a hero
or ally, all Mirelurks cease to be passive and activate as normal.

Base Defence
Story:
A cry from the perimeter. A gun shot. A klaxon. Somebody or something is attacking the settlement.
Time to grab your gun!

Scenario Rules:
You can not wear power armour. You do not necessarily have to set up the battlefield for this
mission. The bandits who took them want something in exchange for their freedom. Information.
Specifically, information on Grauvasser’s defences.
Events: Draw an event card at the start of round 2. Draw a second event card at the start of round 4.
Retreat: Only the attacking force will use the retreat edge.
Duration: 8 rounds. After that, the attackers will withdraw before reinforcements can be recalled to
the settlement.

Victory Conditions:
Base defence – Player Victory Conditions
Win:
The structures have suffered 11 damage or less and no more than 1 structure has been
destroyed.
Lose:
At least 12 points of damage have been inflicted on the structures, or 2 structures
have been destroyed.
Bonus:
If none of the structures are destroyed and there was at least one hero on the team,
Middy pays each participating hero 20 additional caps.

Wasteland Deck:
Events

Overcast, Low Sun, Boom!, Heavy Rain, Lightning Storm, Downpour- OR – Draw randomly
from your collection when needed.
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Battlefield Set-up:
This scenario is played on a 3 feet x 3 feet (90cm x 90cm) table. This is the settlement of Grauvasser,
or at least a part of it near the perimeter. A broken wall should separate deployment zone D from
the rest of the table, which should be filled with buildings, trade stalls and other assorted settlement
trappings.

: Each represents a settlement structure in this plot of Grauvasser and should be
placed next to an appropriate piece of terrain. Each has 5 Health and 1 Physical / Energy / Rad
Armour. Each is an objective for the attacking force.
Heroes and allies set up within zone A. If available, one turret per zone may be set up in zones B and
C.
Roll a D12 to determine which faction is attacking the settlement, or pick the “Bandit” option if the
mission is happening this week because of a Personal Drama mission.
Week
1-3

1 – 2 Bandit
300(E)
1x Avery (Leader) + Combat
Rifle + Hardened Receiver +
Machete
1x Dog + Moving Target Perk
+ Chain Dog Collar
1x Scavver + Toughness Perk

3 – 7 Larskey’s faction
300(M)
1x Veteran Raider
(Leader) + Bruiser Leader
Card + Heavy Gunner
Perk + Junk Jet + Raider
Power Amour
3x Raider + Baseball Bat
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8 – 12 Truck’s faction
300(M)
1x Aviator (Leader) + BoltAction Pipe Rifle
1x Brute + Armoured Pads +
Sledgehammer
1x Super Mutant + Bolt-

4-6

7+

+ Combat Shotgun

+ Military Fatigues

400(M)

500(M)

1x Scavver (Leader) + Action
Boy Perk + Heavy Raider
Armour + Laser Rifle
2x Psycho Outlaw +
Sledgehammer + Molotov
Cocktail + Armoured Pads
2x Raider + Assault Rifle +
Army Helmet

1x Veteran Raider
(Leader) + Action Boy
Perk + Combat Rifle
2x Dog + Moving Target
Perk
1x Raider + Ninja Perk +
Hunting Rifle
1x Raider + Combat
Shotgun + Bayonet
1x Psycho + Sneak Perk
+ .44 Revolver + Baton

500(M)

500(E) + 200(A)

1x Veteran Raider (Leader) +
Action Boy Perk + Combat
Rifle
2x Dog + Moving Target Perk
1x Raider + Ninja Perk +
Hunting Rifle
1x Raider + Combat Shotgun +
Bayonet
1x Psycho + Sneak Perk + .44
Revolver + Baton

1x Veteran Raider
(Leader) + Heroic +
Brawler Leader Card +
Pain Train Perk + Bloody
Mess Perk + Super
Sledge + Raider Power
Armour
1x Veteran Raider +
Combat Rifle + Raider
Power Armour
1x Veteran Raider +
Plasma Rifle + Raider
Power Armour

1x Scavver + Combat
Shotgun
1x Raider + Assault Rifle
1x Raider Outlaw +
Machete
1x Raider Outlaw + Pipe
Wrench

Supply Run
The English Patient
Interference
Water Shortages
Dispute
Supply Run 2
Construction Site
Rare Find
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Action Pipe Rifle
1x Super Mutant + Board
500(E)
1x Behemoth (Leader) +
Brawler Leader Card + Life
Giver Perk + Fire Hydrant Ba
1x Super Mutant + Heavy
Gunner Perk + Minigun
2x Suicider + Bloody Mess
Perk

500(M) + 200(B)
1x Master + Action Boy Perk +
Plasma Rifle
1x Mutant Hound Fiend +
Toughness Perk + Chain Dog
Collar
1x Suicider
2x Skirmisher + Blitz Perk +
Pipe Wrench
1x Super Mutant + Rifleman
Perk + Combat Shotgun
1x Brute + Sledgehammer
1x Enslaved Tech + Combat
Shotgun
1x Mutant Hound

Appendix 1 – Alternative Heroes and Allies
If the players have agreed that Grauvasser is not a survivor settlement and a player wishes to use an
existing character from the settlement’s new faction, they should pick one of the unique characters
from the table that matches the settlement faction. That character is considered to be a member of
the settlement’s faction as well as their own (e.g. Cait is considered to be a Raider). Note that the
items are NOT included.
As a reminder, this character can be further customised with 100 caps worth of starting equipment,
as well as the Heroic (+60 TV) or Action Boy / Girl (+10 TV) perks, as long as the total Threat Value
does not exceed 135.
If the 2D12 roll for the weekly settlement events yields a result of 16 – 18, you will need to roll on
the corresponding table below to get a new arrival appropriate to your faction. When rolling for
unique allies, re-roll if a player has that unit selected as their character. Items for both unique and
non-unique allies ARE included, but don’t forget you will need to complete their quest if you want
unique allies to stick around.
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Grauvasser is a Brotherhood of Steel Outpost
Grauvasser started life as a field hospital but over the last few years, the Brotherhood has been
loosing ground in this region and now Grauvasser is the most northern outpost in the area. Despite a
recent influx of troops, Head Scribe Michael ‘Middy’ Delaney is still technically in charge of the place.
Unique (D12)
Non-Unique (D12)
1 – 3: Aspirant Goddard (105 TV)
1: Eyebot (45 TV)
+ Ripper (6 TV)
Quest: Radio Interference
4 – 6: Knight-Captain Cade (80 TV)
2 – 3: Knight Patrol Blade (38 TV)
+ Combat Rifle (14 TV)
+ Fragmentation Grenade (7 TV)
Quest: Capturing Memories
+ Machete (2 TV)
+ Military Fatigues (3 TV)
7 – 9: Lancer-Captain Kells (88 TV)
4 – 5: Knight Patrol Blade (38 TV)
+ Submachine Gun (10 TV)
+ Lead Pipe (12 TV)
Quest: Misplaced Secrets
10 – 12: Paladin Danse (118 TV)
6 – 7: Field Scribe (43 TV)
+ Baseball Bat (2 TV)
+ Laser Pistol (7 TV)
Quest: Lost Plans
8 – 9: Field Scribe (43 TV)
+ Institute Laser Pistol (3 TV)
+ Fragile Bobby Pin (4 TV)
10 – 11: Lancer (60 TV)
+ Assault Rifle (8 TV)
12: Knight (65 TV)
+ Assault Rifle (8 TV)

Grauvasser is a Raider Base
Trapped between the irradiated forests to the north west and more militant threats to the north and
east, Grauvasser has never the less been a thorn in the side of traders and explorers for the last
couple of years. After ‘Janky’ Jenkins died in a failed attempt to expand operations to the east, his
right-hand man Miles ‘Middy’ Maxwell took over and the place has been running smoothly ever
since.
Unique (D12)
Non-Unique (D12)
1 – 3: Avery (85 TV)
1 – 3: Raider (39 TV)
+ Combat Shotgun (10 TV)
+ Pipe Pistol (3 TV)
Quest: Bounty
+ Board (8 TV)
4 – 6: Ack Ack (98 TV)
4 – 6: Raider Outlaw (39 TV)
+ Submachine Gun (10 TV)
+ Pipe Rifle (11 TV)
Quest: Target Practise
7 – 9: Sinjin (88 TV)
7 – 8: Psycho (45 TV)
+ 10mm Pistol (6 TV)
+ Machete (2 TV)
Quest: Know Your Enemy
+ Assault Gas Mask (3 TV)
10 – 12: Cait (77 TV)
9 – 10: Psycho Outlaw (44 TV)
+ Double Barrel Shotgun (17 TV)
+ Pipe Wrench (6 TV)
Quest: Sending A Message
11 – 12: Scavver (60 TV)
+ Combat Shotgun (10 TV)
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Grauvasser is a Super Mutant Camp
After being ousted from another camp on the other side of the irradiated forest, ‘Middy’ and a small
group of followers headed east towards the coast, eventually settling in an abandoned water
treatment facility.
Unique (D12)
Non-Unique (D12)
1 – 3: Strong (90 TV)
1 – 2: Enslaved Tech (35 TV)
+ Sledge Hammer (12 TV)
+ Combat Shotgun (10 TV)
Quest: A Bet’s a Bet
4 – 6: Hammer (105 TV)
3 – 4: Super Mutant 40
+ Board (8 TV)
+ Board (8 TV)
Quest: Makeshift Armour
7 – 9: Aviator (88 TV)
5 – 6: Super Mutant 40
+ Pipe Pistol (3 TV)
+ Pipe Rifle (11 TV)
+ Shoulder Rags (10 TV)
Quest: Recipes of the Wasteland
10 – 12: Fist (79 TV)
7 – 8: Skirmisher 49
+ Super Sledge (30 TV)
+ Baton (10 TV)
Quest: Enemy of my Enemy
9 – 10: Skirmisher 49
+ Nail Board (2 TV)
+ Chains (8 TV)
11 – 12: Mutant Hound Fiend 65
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Appendix 2 – Force Lists
Although each mission will state a recommended faction and force list (based on the lists presented
in the appendix), players may choose to use a different list of the same threat value if it better suits
their model collection or their ‘version’ of the campaign and it’s adversaries. Note that when a
mission calls for a force of Creatures, if you do not wish to use the recommended force, you can pick
from the Ghouls, Denizens or Mirelurk lists.
The number represents the approximate threat value – equivalent to the FWW cap cost. Lower
threat value lists are denoted A or B, typically with 4 – 5 models each, while lists of 300 threat value
or more are denoted with E (Elite), M (Mixed) or S (Swarm).
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Ghouls
200A

200B

1x Feral Ghoul (Leader) + Berserker Leader Card
1x Feral Ghoul
2x Weak Feral Ghoul

1x Weak Feral Ghoul (Leader) + Sneak Perk
4x Weak Feral Ghoul + Sneak Perk

250A

250B

1x Feral Ghoul (Leader) + Beserker Leader Card
2x Feral Ghoul
3x Weak Feral Ghoul

1x Feral Ghoul (Leader) + Veteran Leader Card
+ Sneak Perk
1x Feral Ghoul + Sneak Perk
2x Weak Feral Ghoul + Sneak Perk
1x Radroach Swarm + Sneak Perk

300E

300S

1x Putrid Glowing One (Leader)
3x Weak Feral Ghoul

1x Feral Ghoul (Leader) + Berserker Leader Card
+ Toughness
4x Feral Ghoul + Toughness

400E

400S

1x Putrid Glowing One (Leader) + Berserker
Leader Card
3x Feral Ghoul + Toughness

1x Feral Ghoul (Leader)
3x Feral Ghoul
4x Weak Feral Ghoul
2x Glowing Radroach

500E

500M

1x Bloated Glowing One (Leader)
1x Putrid Glowing One
3x Radroach Swarm + Lifegiver

1x Putrid Glowing One (Leader) + Brawler Leader
Card + Blitz Perk + Moving Target Perk
3x Feral Ghoul + Blitz Perk
3x Weak Feral Ghoul
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Denizens
200A

200B

1x Young Deathclaw (Leader) + Heroic + Wrestler
Leader Card + Blitz Perk

1x Glowing Radroach Swarm (Leader) + Moving
Target Perk
2x Mole Rat + Blitz Perk
4x Radroach Swarm + Toughness Perk

250A

250B

1x Dog (Leader)
2x Dog

1x Glowing Radroach Swarm (Leader) +
Toughness Perk
5x Glowing Radroach Swarm

300E

300S

1x Deathclaw (Leader) + Bloody Mess Perk

1x Rad Scorpion (Leader) + Stalker Leader Card +
Life Giver Perk
2x Rad Scorpion + Life Giver Perk

400E

400S

1x Young Deathclaw (Leader) + Veteran Leader
Card + Life Giver Perk
2x Young Deathclaw

1x Rad Scorpion (Leader) + Stalker Leader Card
3x Mole Rat + Toughness Perk
6x Glowing Radroach Swarm

500E
1x Deathclaw (Leader) + Veteran Leader Card + Bloody Mess Perk + Life Giver Perk + Moving Target
Perk
1x Young Deathclaw + Blitz Perk + Life Giver Perk + Moving Target Perk
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Raiders
200A

200B

1x Scavver (Leader) + Wasteland Searcher
Leader Card + Combat Shotgun
1x Raider + Assault Rifle
1x Raider Outlaw + Machete
1x Raider Outlaw + Pipe Wrench

1x Veteran Raider (Leader) + Lone Wanderer
Perk + Assault Rifle + Machete
1x Dog

250A

250B

1x Psycho (Leader) + Creature Controller Leader
Card + .44 Revolver + Tire Iron
3x Mole Rat + Life Giver Perk
2x Raider + Hunting Rifle

1x Scavver Outlaw (Leader) + Fusilier Leader Card
+ Double-Barrel Shotgun
1x Scavver Outlaw + Pipe Pistol
1x Raider + Board
1x Raider + .44 Revolver

300E

300M

1x Avery (Leader) + Combat Rifle + Hardened
Receiver + Machete
1x Dog + Moving Target Perk + Chain Dog Collar
1x Scavver + Toughness Perk + Combat Shotgun

1x Veteran Raider (Leader) + Bruiser Leader Card
+ Heavy Gunner Perk + Junk Jet + Raider Power
Amour
3x Raider + Baseball Bat + Military Fatigues

400M

400S

1x Scavver (Leader) + Action Boy Perk + Heavy
Raider Armour + Laser Rifle
2x Psycho Outlaw + Sledgehammer + Molotov
Cocktail + Armoured Pads
2x Raider + Assault Rifle + Army Helmet

1x Scavver Outlaw (Leader) + Concentrated Fire
Perk + Combat Shotgun + Comfort Grip
4x Psycho Outlaw + Pipe Wrench
2x Raider + Toughness Perk + Pipe Rifle

500E

500M

1x Veteran Raider (Leader) + Heroic + Brawler
Leader Card + Pain Train Perk + Bloody Mess
Perk + Super Sledge + Raider Power Armour
1x Veteran Raider + Combat Rifle + Raider Power
Armour
1x Veteran Raider + Plasma Rifle + Raider Power
Armour

1x Veteran Raider (Leader) + Action Boy Perk +
Combat Rifle
2x Dog + Moving Target Perk
1x Raider + Ninja Perk + Hunting Rifle
1x Raider + Combat Shotgun + Bayonet
1x Psycho + Sneak Perk + .44 Revolver + Baton
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Super Mutants
200A

200B

1x Aviator (Leader) + Pipe Pistol + Long Barrel
1x Super Mutant + Board
1x Super Mutant + Lead Pipe

1x Brute (Leader) + Sledgehammer
1x Enslaved Tech + Combat Shotgun
1x Mutant Hound

250A

250B

1x Super Mutant (Leader) + Veteran Leader Card
+ Bolt-Action Pipe Rifle + Chains
1x Super Mutant + Gunslinger Perl + Bolt-Action
Pipe Pistol + Nail Board
1x Super Mutant + Blitz Perk + Board
1x Super Mutant + Bloody Mess Perk +
Sledgehammer

1x Hammer (Leader) + Action Boy Perk + Super
Sledge
1x Mutant Hound
1x Enslaved Tech + Pipe Rifle

300E

300M

1x Master (Leader) + Sledgehammer
1x Aviator + Pipe Pistol
1x Brute + Heavy Gauntlets + Sledgehammer

1x Aviator (Leader) + Bolt-Action Pipe Rifle
1x Brute + Armoured Pads + Sledgehammer
1x Super Mutant + Bolt-Action Pipe Rifle
1x Super Mutant + Board

400M

400S

1x Hammer (Leader) + Bruiser Leader Card +
Missile Launcher
2x Suicider + Bloody Mess Perk
Sledgehammer + Molotov Cocktail + Armoured
Pads
2x Super Mutant + Pipe Rifle

1x Aviator (Leader) + Beserker Leader Card +
Pipe Rifle + Armour Piercing Receiver
2x Mutant Hound
2x Super Mutant + Pipe Pistol
2x Super Mutant + Board

500E

500M

1x Behemoth (Leader) + Brawler Leader Card +
Life Giver Perk + Fire Hydrant Ba
1x Super Mutant + Heavy Gunner Perk + Minigun
2x Suicider + Bloody Mess Perk

1x Master + Action Boy Perk + Plasma Rifle
1x Mutant Hound Fiend + Toughness Perk +
Chain Dog Collar
1x Suicider
2x Skirmisher + Blitz Perk + Pipe Wrench
1x Super Mutant + Rifleman Perk + Combat
Shotgun
1x Enslaved Tech + Combat Shotgun
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Brotherhood of Steel
200A

200B

1x Knight (Leader) + Rifleman Perk + Combat
Rifle
1x Knight Patrol (Blade) + Baton
1x Knight Patrol + Combat Shotgun

1x Knight Tech (Leader) + 10mm Pistol + Cryo
Grenade
1x Field Scribe + 10mm Pistol
1x Lancer + Assault Rifle

250A

250B

1x Knight (Leader) + Fusilier Leader Card +
Plasma Rifle
1x Knight + Plasma Rifle + Fragmentation
Grenade
1x Eyebot

1x Paladin (Leader) + Plasma Rifle
3x Knight Patrol (Blade) + Machete + Light Mod

300E

300M

1x Paladin (Leader) + Assault Rifle
2x Paladin + Assault Rifle

1x Paladin (Leader) + Laser Rifle
2x Lancer + Combat Shotgun
1x Field Scribe Tech + 10mm Pistol

400M

400S

1x Knight (Leader) + Hunter Leader Card + Laser
Rifle + Vertibird Signal Grenade
1x Knight Tech + Laser Pistol + Power Fist
2x Field Scribe + 10mm Pistol + Armoured Pads
2x Eyebot

1x Paladin (Leader) + Sledgehammer + Combat
Rifle
1x Field Scribe Shield + 10mm Pistol
4x Knight Patrol (Blade) + Army Helmet +
Sledgehammer

500E

500M

1x Paladin (Leader) + Brawler Leader Card + Pain
Train Perk + T-60 Power Armour + Ripper +
Combat Shotgun
2x Knight + Life Giver Perk + Laser Rifle
1x Field Scribe Shield + Laser Pistol + Combat
Armour

1x Paladin (Leader) + Heavy Gunner Perk +
Minigun + T-60 Power Armour + Minigun
3x Lancer + Brotherhood of Steel Hood + Laser
Rifle
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Index of referenced FWW RPG gifts, scars and perks
While many gifts, scars and perks have an obvious impact on the FWW (as opposed to the FWW
RPG) part of the game, others might need some adjudication to work in this campaign. If you are
trying to decide which customisation options might be useful (beyond the ones with obvious combat
implications), or if you need to identify which options behave differently in this campaign, refer to
the list below.
Addiction (Scar) – page 5
Cap Collector (Perk) – page 16
Devotion (Scar) – page 8
Eyes Like a Radowl (Gift) – page 22
Fast Healer (Perk) – page 15
Fortune Finder (Perk) – page 15
Medic (Perk) – page 15
Night Blind (Scar) – page 22
Orders (Perk) – page 5
Scrounger (Perk) – page 15
Scrapper (Perk) – page 16
Strong Back (Perk) – page 5
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